
Dear Mrs Tay, 

 

The class is working on a project built on the theme of ramps during this semester. This topic 

is chosen based on children’s interests in ramps.  

 

Having to understand Jordon’s keen interests for cats, I have used cats as a motivation to 

encourage Jordon to participate in this ramps topic. At first when the class was asked to draw 

a ramp which they liked to build, Jordon was uninterested. Hence, I encouraged him to 

design a ramp with a cat-like structure. This stirred his interests and he designed a ramp with 

a Hello Kitty cat at the top of the ramp through drawing.  

 

As Jordon is intolerant towards noise level, I set up a workbench with mufflers to reduce the 

noise level. Initially, Jordon was reluctant to put on the mufflers and was hysteria when the 

noise level increased. Therefore, I provided a muffler to everyone the next day so that Jordon 

will put on his muffler as well. This proved effective as Jordon followed his friends and put 

the muffler on. He worked at ease in the construction of ramps and constructed a steep and 

gently sloping ramp.  

 

I noticed that Jordon is able to work independently with computers. Hence, I decided to 

incorporate information and technology in class by allowing him to type his work and use 

some design programs like Microsoft Paint to draw his ramps. Jordon was excited to use the 

computer and volunteered to type a letter of proposal about the construction of ramps which 

was sent to the city’s engineering department.   

 

To support Jordon and his classmates’ understanding about ramps, you can participate in 

your child’s learning by conducting a simple lesson about ramps or demonstrating the use of 

different ramps. Alternatively, Jordon’s understanding of ramps will be reinforced if you can 

build on his knowledge of ramps at home or even during outdoor trips. To encourage further 

participation, we will appreciate if you can bring some of Jordon’s favorite toy vehicles to 

school for the exploration of ramps.  

 

I hope that the information provided has been useful in helping you understand Jordon’s 

learning and participation in school. I look forward to hearing your participation in Jordon’s 

learning and his understanding about ramps. For further enquiries, you can contact me at the 

centre’s no: 62918235 or via email: yvette.toh@gmail.com. 

 

Thank you! 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Teacher Yvette  


